Though as-quenched martensite exhibits a low uniform elongation in tension, it is highlighted that this phase has a very high strain-hardening which increases with carbon content and a large Bauschinger effect. Because usual dislocation storage can not explain reasonably this particular behaviour, an approach based on a continuum composite view of martensite (CCA) is developed suitable to capture all the experimental features.
Introduction
The martensite is one of the main "natural" nano-structured phases used to strengthen the steels. Apart from some fully martensitic steels, this essential constituent is involved in all very high strength steels developed for automotive or industry applications for instance, as Dual-Phase steels. A lot of work has been done for many years to understand the yield stresses and the strengths of this phase in relation with its microstructure. The martensitic steels (metallurgy, crystallography, strengths …) are the topic of numerous reviews in the scientific literature. 1, 2) The main parameters which seem to control the behaviour of a martensitic steel is its initial carbon content as symbolized by the well-known evolution of its hardness.
2) This increase in hardness with carbon content is probably the most commonly accepted correlation between a mechanical property and a metallurgical feature. The other correlations between microstructure and mechanical properties (mainly Yield Strength) are widely discussed, but no consensus appears in the literature and the microstructural length scales (laths, packet, prior austenite grain size) responsible for the strength of martensite are still a matter of debate.
On the contrary, the intensity and the mechanisms of strain-hardening have been surprisingly poorly discussed. This lack of interest is probably due to the low uniform elongation (i.e. strain at necking). So no model predicting the whole tensile curves of as-quenched martensitic steels is available in the literature, except some purely phenomenological polynomial law.
3) The behaviour of martensite is even often reduced to an elastic or an elastic-perfectly plastic law. 4) 
Behaviour of As-quenched Martensitic Steels
The work-hardening of different as-quenched martensitic steels for which tensile curves are available in literature from different authors have been analyzed. The steels have been chosen with varying carbon contents from 0.05 wt.%C to 0.4 wt.%C because steels with higher carbon contents are known to be brittle during tensile tests in as-quenched conditions. The compositions of the studied steels and related references are reported in Table 1 .
The materials tested within the frame of this study have been elaborated at laboratory scale (60 kg cast, hot-rolling, cold-rolling). The final annealing treatments have been performed thanks to a salt-bath to reach a fully austenitic state and the samples have then been water-quenched. The tensile tests have been performed following the ISO procedure on 12.5×50 samples.
To be able to compare rigorously the tensile curves of these different martensitic steels, a friction stress σ friction related to solid solution hardening of iron lattice depending on substitutional alloying elements has been subtracted. This friction stress in MPa is expressed as: 5) σ friction = 60 + 33 wt.% Mn + 81 wt.% Si The corresponding tensile curves are plotted in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). Figure 1(a) shows the evolution of the true tensile stress as a function of true tensile strain and Fig. 1(b) the slope of the tensile curves as a function of true stress (known as Kocks-Mecking plot). 8, 9) For the sake of comparison, the elastic behaviour of each curve has been recalculated to impose a common Young modulus chosen arbitrarily equal to 200 GPa, even if slightly lower values could be expected by. 10) Both Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) highlight the main features of the behaviour of martensitic steels:
• All studied martensitic steels show rather low and constant microplasticity yield stress whatever the carbon content (about 400 MPa, indicated by an arrow in Fig.  2(b) ). This particular feature can only be explained by the presence of soft areas in the microstructure the local yield strengths of which are nearly independent on the chemical composition.
• All studied martensitic steels show a high initial workhardening rate which increases with their carbon contents. This statement explains why many authors have observed an increase in the conventional yield stress (0.2% plastic strain onset) as a function of the carbon content despite invariable microplasticity yield strength.
2)
• This dependence of their work-hardening rates on the carbon content is sustained up to strain at necking. In FCC or in BCC metals the maximum strain-hardening rate in tension induced by a dislocation storage mechanism is about Y/100 where Y is the Young modulus. 11, 12) However it is clear from Fig. 1(b) highlights that the strain-hardening rate of martensite is far higher than this upper-bound up to 2% or 3% of strain. It means that a dislocation storage mechanism is definitively not suitable to explain the behaviour of this phase.
In order to take into account all these characteristics and especially the last comment, martensite should be considered, not as a single phase material but as a continuum heterogeneous composite, 13) made of a mixture of soft and hard phases, whose respective fractions vary with the initial carbon content. The soft phases control the microplasticity yield whereas the hard phases (remaining elastic) provide the high work-hardening. So the observed behaviour is probably a very large elasto-plastic transition. As suggested by Asaro, 14) this kind of approach gives naturally the possibility to evaluate internal stresses and the kinematic contribution to work-hardening (Kinematic type I in the Asaro classification) and to predict the behaviour under nonmonotonous loading paths. In order to confirm this aspect, Bauschinger effect has been measured on a Fe-0.1 wt%.C-2.3 wt.%Mn-0.3 wt.%Si-0.8 wt.%Cr steel using reverse shear test. The experimental stress-strain-curve is reported in Fig. 2 . The level of Bauschinger effect after 6.5% strain is about 800 MPa (i.e. kinematic hardening contribution is 400 MPa). As total flow stress is 1 250 MPa and as yield stress is about 750 MPa, kinematic hardening represents about 400 MPa, a very significant part of the total 500 MPa strain-hardening (i.e. about 80%). This aspect confirms the interest of a composite type approach.
Continuum Composite Approach (CCA)

Description of the CCA
In order to take into account the observations and the conclusions of the previous part, a generalized Masing model is now developed, called CCA in the following. It consists of a continuum composite of elastic-perfectly plastic phases in interaction. The behaviour of each phase of the continuum composite is supposed to be elastic-perfectly plastic and so requires only two parameters for a proper description, its Young modulus (supposed to be the same for each phases) and its respective yield stress. The composite can thus be described univocally by the continuous distribution of the density of probability f(σ ) to find a phase fractions having a local yield stress σ . This distribution will be called stress spectrum in the following. An example of the expected den- The stress spectrum thus represents the distribution of yield stress in the microstructure.
To make calculations easier, the threshold stress below which all the phases of the composite remains elastic is defined as σ min (cf. Fig. 3). ............. (4) This value corresponds to the yield stress of the softest phase of the composite, i.e. the threshold macroscopic stress at the very beginning of the microplasticity range, i.e. about 400-500 MPa as indicated in Fig. 1(b) .
As the stress spectrum is supposed to be known, the aim of the CCA is to estimate the resulting macroscopic behaviour of the composite, i.e. Σ the macroscopic stress as a function of E the applied macroscopic strain.
If the macroscopic stress Σ is lower than σ min, all the phases remains elastic and the behaviour of the composite is fully elastic. When Σ reaches the threshold σ min, the softest phases of the composite plasticize while keeping their respective yield stress values (perfectly-plastic assumption).
It permits to define the critical stress σ L (E) in the stress spectrum as the highest yield stress among the plasticized phases for a given macroscopic strain E. The remaining fraction of harder phases will remain elastic. The stress state of these phases is the same and is equal to σ L (elastic loading).
Along with the macroscopic deformation E, the macroscopic stress and thus the fraction of plasticized phases increases. As a consequence, σ L increases necessarily with the macroscopic strain E.
In order to avoid the unrealistic iso-strain assumption to describe the interactions between the phases in the composite after any plasticization, a constant parameter β is defined 5) where σ and ε are respectively the local stress and the local strain in each element of the composite. The β parameter is of course the same for all the phases constituting the composite and permits to manage varying localization conditions from iso-strain conditions (β = ∞) to iso-stress conditions (β = 0). (6) with Y the Young modulus and εL the elastic strain associated to phases that remain elastic under the stress σ L.
Finally, for a given macroscopic strain E, the macroscopic stress Σ can be calculated as follows:
.............. (7) The first integral term corresponds to the contribution of the already plasticized phases of the composite and the second one the phases that remains elastic under σ L loading. In most of the cases, these integrals can not be solved explicitly. Nevertheless, the derivative as a function of the macroscopic strain (i.e. the macroscopic strain-hardening rate) can be calculated without any prior assumption on the stress spectrum: As all the already plasticized phases are perfectly plastic, the strain hardening rate will only be maintained by phases remaining elastic whose fraction is equal to (1-F(σ L) ).
The consistency of the deduced Eq. (8) can be assessed in the following conditions: The work hardening becomes thus a simple function of the fraction of phases remaining elastic and of the Young modulus. Nevertheless, this formulation leads to a too stiff description of the behaviour and less accurate prediction of internal stresses.
Adjustment of the Model
The model has been identified to capture the behaviour of the six different martensitic steels previously analyzed. The shape of the mechanical spectrum has been fixed (Avrami type law) with three free parameters which were adjusted to best reproduced the tensile tests. The Avrami type law is given independently by:
........... (11) Where n controls the shape of the distribution and σ 0 the width of the stress spectrum. of their carbon content. The deduced stress spectra f(σ ) for the studied steels are represented in Fig. 4(d) . All the curves begin of course at the same σ min and their maximum appears at stress just below their respective UTS. The tails of the stress distributions do not exceed 4 000 MPa for steels whose carbon contents is lower than 0.3%C whereas steels with higher carbon contents require hard phases with higher yield strengths. This critical value corresponds to the fracture stress of the lath structure established by Saeglitz and Krauss in various tempered martensitic steels.
17) It could thus provide a straightforward explanation why martensitic steels with carbon content higher than 0.35 wt.%C show premature brittle fracture before reaching uniform elongation during a tensile tests, as local internal stresses in their microstructure could exceed 4 000 MPa in tension.
The σ min value could be considered as low even considering the strength of areas fully depleted with carbon atoms that can be present in the microstructure. 18) Nevertheless, this value has been determined on curves whose friction stress contributions have been removed. In order to take into account this contribution expressed in Eqs. (1), (11) should be modified in the following way to compute tensile curves without modification of Eq. (8): In that case, the order of magnitude for σ min + σ friction is about 450-500 MPa for the studied steels, more consistent with a highly deformed ferritic structure without carbon in solid solution.
In addition, the approach has been tested to describe the behaviour in compression of a Fe-0.6 wt.%C-1.5 wt.%Mn steel deformed in uni-axial compression in order to test the modelling for higher carbon content avoiding brittle fracture in tension. The equivalent true stress as a function of the equivalent true strain is represented in Fig. 5 . The σ 0 value estimated by Eq. (12) is somewhat too low to reproduce the stress levels achieved experimentally and has been adjusted independently (4 092 MPa instead of 3 193 MPa predicted by Eq. (12)). The results of the model have been represented in Fig. 5 with a reasonable agreement.
Validation of the Approach on Non-monotonous
Loading (Bauschinger) Finally the CCA is assessed for predicting the behaviour along Bauschinger test presented in Fig. 2 . The model has been first applied with the adjusted parameters determined above only for a monotonic loading. The Young modulus has been adjusted to reproduce experimental data (Y = 140 GPa) in the direct loading part. The forward loading behaviour in Bauschinger test predicted by the model is presented in Fig. 6 and is here again in excellent agreement with experiment. The calculations of the backward loading path relies on the Eq. (13) considering a new forward loading except that the stress spectrum should be adapted to take into account internal stresses generated during initial forward loading path.
14) The necessary adaptations of the stress spectrum are clearly out-of-scope of this first presentation of the model and will be detailed in further publications. The predicted behaviour during the backward loading path is also represented in Fig. 6 in a reasonable agreement with experimental data. The model predicts not only with a reliable Bauschinger effect (810 MPa instead of 650 MPa) but also the continuous and transient yielding process classically observed during reverse loading of Bauschinger experiments. The description of this last feature with an empirical equation would have required a large number of fitting parameters for similar prediction accuracy. 19) The model appears however to be slightly too stiff. It could be link to the assumption that all the phases composing the microstructure show a perfectly plastic behaviour. This assumption is probably reasonable as all martensitic structures are saturated with quench dislocations but maybe too rough. It imposes that the whole macroscopic workhardening is explained by the presence of phases remaining elastic. Introducing a limited work-hardening in each phase of spectrum will surely help to improve the prediction of the models in term of internal stresses.
Conclusions and Perspectives
An original vision of the behaviour of martensitic steels considered as a continuum composite (CCA) has been proposed and validated. The approach is suitable to explain their main experimental characteristics:
• a rather low microplasticity yield strength • a very high work-hardening rate,
• a large Bauschinger effect. This modelling succeeds where the traditional approaches based on dislocation storage of work-hardening fail in describing perfectly the elastic-plastic transitions, the simultaneous high strengths and high strain-hardening rates or behaviour along non-monotonous loading (Bauschinger trials) without any complimentary parameters or internal variables.
The model introduces the notion of stress spectrum, which gives a vision of the distribution of local yield strengths in the martensitic microstructures. The yield strength of the softest is about 450-500 MPa whatever the nominal carbon content of the steels and could correspond well to the strength of a deformed ferrite depleted in carbon. This spectrum spreads over a large range of stresses higher than 4 GPa in a 0.4 wt.%C martensitic steel. The adjustment of the model on various martensitic steels with varying carbon content has permitted to establish a relationship correlating the width of the spectrum as a function of the nominal carbon content of the steel for a practical use. Despite the added value of this contribution, the actual knowledge about the local deformation mechanisms of martensitic steels does not permit to establish a seamless link between the local flow stress distribution (stress spectrum) and microstructure features (carbon distribution, laths, block, packet, ..). So this new approach should be completed by detailed quantitative observations of the different possible microstructural heterogeneities reported in as-quenched martensite:
• A first possible source of dispersion of local yield stresses in the microstructure is the distribution of lath/plate thickness. Nevertheless, the associated dispersion of local flow stresses is far from being sufficiently scattered to give rise to sufficiently high internal stresses alone.
• Kelly 20) has for instance pointed out that carbon content will control in martensitic structure the proportion of twinned (soft) and untwined (hard) fractions through the Ms temperature. He also claimed that this interpretation is able to explain the effect of ausforming.
• The recent progress in 3D Atom Probe Tomography highlighted that carbon is far from being homogeneously distributed within martensitic laths even in fresh as-quenched martensite. 2, 18, 21) Local carbon segregation on planar and linear microstructure defects such as martensite laths, quench dislocations or twins can lead to high dispersions of local flow stress. The areas depleted in carbon (mainly a ferritic phase hardened by quench dislocations) could well explain the low microplasticity yield strength reported for these steels, whereas areas containing higher carbon contents will correspond to the hard phases. Nevertheless, the main weakness of this explanation is that the scale of this dispersion is fine and of the order of magnitude of elastic interaction between dislocations. Other possible ways to improve the model would be the introduction of a weak work-hardening rate in each phase of the composite instead of considering perfectly-plastic behaviour for a better description of the internal stresses. A second improvement would be a numerical determination of the localization parameter (β) thanks to self-consistent or FEM simulations in order to justify the arbitrary choice made in the present paper.
